A concordance to Proust Author: Frances Stern

Frances Stern's bold and well-researched claim is that Proust's main sources of inspiration in *A la recherche du temps perdu* can be traced in Dante's *Divina Commedia*.

Amazon.com: *A Concordance to Proust* 9780389209904: Frances Stern

The UAB Marcel Proust Symposium: *In Celebration of the 75th*.

*The Imposition of Form: Studies in Narrative Representation and Discourse*. This book features a concordance to the works of Marcel Proust, including *A la recherche du temps perdu*.

*Douglas Alden's Marcel Proust's* *Grasset Proofs* represents the first detailed study of Proust's use of the locale in his works. Catalog Record: A concordance to Proust's *Hathi Trust Digital Library*.